
  

  

HIGHLIGHTS
� Inspirational AKG-quality sound

� Lightweight, on-ear design and soft ear-pads for long-lasting comfort

� Smartphone-compatible, detachable cable with universal one-button remote/mic

� 3D-Axis, fold-flat mechanism and soft case for easy storage and
safe transport

� 3 cool color options and smart design featuring AKG-branded accents

Y40
HIGH-PERFORMANCE, FOLDABLE ON-EAR HEADPHONES WITH UNIVERSAL MIC/REMOTE.

The look and feel of inspirational sound.

AKG-signature sound in a mini-sized headphone featuring a simple and neat 
style, lasting comfort and forward-thinking functionality.

You demand quality sound performance when it comes to your music. It defines 
who you are. With the release of AKG Y40s, the advantage is yours – a mini, 
on-ear headphone offering enhanced sound quality in a smaller package while 
enhancing your needs for multi-tasking by reinforcing your needs for portability, 
functionality and overall styling.

From its fold-down, 3D-Axis capacity for travel to its smart, inventive design and 
surprising levels of comfort, AKG Y40s take you to the next level. While dual, 
40mm drivers provide award-winning sound, this smartphone-compatible traveler 
conveniently adds a one-button remote/mic and a fit which encourages all-day 
listening. And if it sounds AKG, it also looks AKG with its 3-color options and 
distinctive branded finish – making a powerful statement that’s bound to turn 
more heads than yours.



  
FEATURES AT A GLANCE
� Inspirational AKG-quality sound

AKG-quality sound featuring 40mm drivers and noise-blocking ear-pad design.

� Lightweight, on-ear design and soft ear-pads for long-lasting comfort 
AKG Y40s smaller, lightweight design, premium headband and pliable ear-pads 
define a comfortable fit. 

� Smartphone-compatible, detachable cable with universal one-button remote/mic  
Convenience and connectivity are the secrets of a quality headphone and 
a detachable cable provides hands-free options for your smartphone or 
favorite device.

� 3D-Axis, fold-flat mechanism and soft case for easy storage and safe transport 
Always at-hand when you need them, their fold-flat design keep them neatly 
housed in a soft travel case – ready as required.

� 3 cool color options and smart design featuring AKG-branded accents
Quality sound should look the part and fresh, inventive styling combines with a 
distinctive branded look in a choice of cool colors for a striking finish – which 
speaks to your good taste.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type : High-performance, on-ear headphones

System : Dynamic

Design : On-ear headphones

Colors : Black with Blue accents, Black with Yellow accents,
  Black Anthracite

Frequency range : 16Hz to 22kHz

Sensitivity : 120dB SPL/V

Input impedance : 32 ohms

Maximum input power : 100 mW

Net weight (without cable) : 133g

Cable : One-button remote, 1.2m, detachable cable

Main connection : Jack plug 3.5mm

WHAT’S INCLUDED
� 1 pair of AKG Y40, on-ear headphones 

� Detachable audio cable with universal one-button remote/microphone 

� Soft travel pouch
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